URBAN

R&B and hip-hop
Catch the latest R&B and hip-hop songs, exclusive remixes, rare imports, and the Music Choice® Mixtape. Usher, Jay-Z, R. Kelly, Beyoncé, OutKast
classic R&B
Groove to Classic R&B, funk, soul, and Motown from the late '60s, '70s, and early '80s. The Temptations, Aretha Franklin, James Brown, Marvin Gaye, The O'Jays
smooth r&b
Unwind with smooth R&B, soul, and slow jams with no rap music. Luther Vandross, Jill Scott, Brian McKnight, Sade, Babyface
r&b hits
Enjoy the best R&B of the '80s, '90s, and today. Janet Jackson, R. Kelly, Mary J. Blige, New Edition, TLC
old school rap (uncensored)
Return to the Golden Age of Hip-Hop with classic rap records from the '80s and early '90s. Run DMC, Public Enemy, LL Cool J, MC Lyte
rap (uncensored)
Uncensored rap representing the entire hip-hop nation! 50 Cent, Ludacris, Snoop Dogg, Eminem, Nas
underground rap (uncensored)
Connect with the underground for original MCs and non-commercial hip-hop. Murs, Aceyalone, Mr. Len, Planet Asia, Jean Grae

ROCK

metal (uncensored)
Pit your soul against an uncensored aural assault. Slayer, Deicide, Pantera, Metallica, Soilwork
rock
Experience the new rock revolution. Creed, STP, Linkin Park, Incubus, P.O.D., Nickelback
indie rock (uncensored)
Tune in for independent label rock, ska, and punk music that thrives on the college scene. Pavement, Taking Back Sunday, Bad Religion, NOFX, Cursive
arena rock
Slam your head to doses of straight-up glam rock and flick your Bic to teary-eyed ballads. Van Halen, Poison, Def Leppard, Bon Jovi, Whitesnake, Aerosmith
classic rock
Witness a tribute to the original architects of rock and the classic hits that defined the foundation of rock 'n' roll. The Rolling Stones, The Who, Jimi Hendrix, Eric Clapton, The Doors
alternative (uncensored)
Hear trend-setting tracks from the artists that are redefining the modern rock sound. Radiohead, The Used, Thursday, Jane's Addiction, Blink-182
retro-active
Pogo your way through the synthesized sounds of post-punk and new wave madness! Culture Club, The Cure, The B-52's, Adam Ant, Blondie
adult alternative (uncensored)
Tune in to an adventurous mix of lyrical, inspiring songwriting from the best artists of yesterday and today. Dave Matthews Band, Sarah McLachlan, John Mayer, Coldplay, Sheryl Crow

POP

soft rock
Sit back and relax as popular hits are blended with love songs from the '60s to the present. Billy Joel, Chicago, Elton John, Gloria Estefan, Michael Bolton
hit list
Get educated about the most popular R&B, pop, and rock out there. If it's on the charts, it's on here! Pink, 3 Doors Down, No Doubt, Beyoncé, Nickelback
party favorites
Get the party started with a mix of good-time tracks from the '60s to the present! Donna Summer, Prince, The Four Tops, The Beatles, The Bee Gees

'90s
Relive the diversity of the '90s with the top rock, pop, and R&B hits of the decade. Mariah Carey, Boyz II Men, Sheryl Crow, Sugar Ray, Pearl Jam

'80s
Hear doves cry with the best pop songs of the '80s! Prince, Madonna, Michael Jackson, Cyndi Lauper, George Michael

'70s
Slip into a pair of bellbottoms and trip back to when love was free, peace was the sign of the times, and polyester was the fiber of choice! Stevie Wonder, Cher, Barry White, The Jackson Five, The Eagles

classic disco
Flash back to the '70s and early '80s with the greatest dance music ever made! Donna Summer, KC & the Sunshine Band, Bee Gees, First Choice, The Trammps

solid gold oldies
Relive the first great era of rock 'n' roll, when the car was king, and Elvis wouldn't be caught dead in a rhinestone jump suit! Elvis Presley, Ricky Nelson, Frankie Valli & the Four Seasons, Connie Francis, The Shirelles

adult top 40
Enjoy the top pop hits from the '80s, '90s and today with no R&B, hip-hop or rap. Matchbox Twenty, Sheryl Crow, Backstreet Boys, Alanis Morissette, Sting

DANCE

electronica (uncensored)
Turn up the bass as international DJs hit you with phat beats, pulsating sounds, and exclusive hour-long mixes you can't hear anywhere else! Fatboy Slim, Crystal Method, B.T., Basement Jaxx, Chemical Brothers

dance
Keep it moving with the biggest club mixes and the hottest international DJ compilations 24/7! Basement Jaxx, Paul Oakenfold, Kylie Minogue, Deborah Cox, Bad Boy Bill

chillout
Kick back with smooth laid back mix of ambient, trip-hop, and acid jazz. Morcheeba, Massive Attack, Thievery Corporation, DJ Shadow, Tricky

COUNTRY

today's country
Embrace the moment with today's hottest country hits and true-blue favorites! Toby Keith, Brooks & Dunn, Shania Twain, Alan Jackson, Kenny Chesney

americana
Tune in for real roots country - where Texas grit meets the other side of the Nashville tracks. Emmylou Harris, Steve Earle, Lucinda Williams, The Derralers, Uncle Tupelo

classic country
Swing on through the doors of the Opry and step back in time to your kind of country! George Jones, Tammy Wynette, Johnny Cash, Loretta Lynn, Alabama

bluegrass
Catch breakneck pickin' and high-lonesome singing straight off the mountain from the masters and today's innovators. Bill Monroe, Allison Krauss & Union Station, Ralph Stanley, Ricky Skaggs, Del McCoury

JAZZ AND BLUES

smooth jazz
Feel the funk and experience fresh, soulful, polished grooves mixed with a rock/pop base. Larry Carlton, Bob James, Dave Grusin, Spyro Gyra, Art Porter

jazz
Discover the truth and essence of jazz with tracks from throughout the music’s rich history. Dizzy Gillespie, Billie Holiday, Duke Ellington, Sarah Vaughan, Miles Davis.

Get your mojo workin’ with everything from the electrifying Chicago sound to the Mississippi Delta blues! B.B. King, Etta James, Howlin’ Wolf, Buddy Guy, Junior Parker.

CLASSICAL

classical masterpieces
Discover the power, passion, and elegance of the great Classical masterpieces as performed by the world’s greatest performers. Mozart, Bach, Beethoven, Brahms, Rachmaninoff.

opera
Experience the tragedy, comedy, and romance of classic operas in complete performances through the voices and ensembles that bring them to life. “Tosca,” “Aida,” “Lohengrin,” “La Bohème,” “Don Giovanni.”

light classical
Enjoy the lighter side of Classical with the delicate sounds of solo, chamber, and orchestral favorites. Mozart, Vivaldi, Bach, Academy of Saint-Martin-In-The-Fields.

VOCAL AND THEATRICAL

singers & standards
Celebrate the grace, beauty, and timelessness of the world’s greatest voices. Frank Sinatra, Barbra Streisand, Tony Bennett, Judy Garland, Ella Fitzgerald.

show tunes
Take a front row seat for the best in Broadway and musical theater! Andrew Lloyd Webber, Rogers & Hammerstein, “The Sound of Music”, “Phantom Of The Opera”, “Finian’s Rainbow”.

RELIGIOUS

contemporary christian
Enjoy a wide variety of yesterday and today’s inspiring, entertaining, and uplifting Christian music! Steven Curtis Chapman, Michael W. Smith, Point of Grace, Avalon, Jaci Velasquez.

gospel
Lift your spirit with the best traditional and contemporary gospel music. Yolanda Adams, Kirk Franklin, Shirley Caesar, Donnie McClurkin, Hezekiah Walker.

INSTRUMENTALS

easy listening
Wrap yourself around the warm feelings of remembrance with string orchestras and great instrumentals. Richard Clayderman, Romantic Strings, Henry Mancini, James Last, Paul Mauriat.

soundscapes
Caress, energize, and expand the soul with this rich mix of new age, atmospheric, and world-positive music. Steven Halpern, Enya, Kitaro, Paul Winter, Ottmar Liebert, Yanni.

contemporary instrumentals

VARIETY

showcase
Catch blocks of Old School Rap, Classic Disco, and '90s music. LL Cool J, KC & the Sunshine Band, Gloria Gaynor, Mariah Carey, Janet Jackson, Sugar Ray
big band & swing
Jump and jive to the rich sounds of an era when bandleaders were kings of swing. Benny Goodman, Glenn Miller, Duke Ellington, Count Basie, Artie Shaw
reggae
Experience the positive roots and culture of reggae, ska, dancehall, and soca from the Caribbean. Bob Marley, Elephant Man, Sister Carol, Skatalites, Steel Pulse
radio disney
Spend your day with a fun, family channel featuring cool music that kids are passionate about and parents love to hear! Hilary Duff, Avril Lavigne, Cheetah Girls, Aaron Carter, 2 Unlimited
sounds of the seasons
Enjoy the holidays with tunes that capture the spirit of the season! Christmas, St. Patrick's Day, Mardi Gras, Oktoberfest, Fourth of July

INTERNATIONAL

musica urbana
Feel the beat of the latest Latin R&B, rap, reggaeton, and hip-hop hits! Tego Calderon, Big Boy, Huey Dunbar, Yerba Buena, Vico C
salsa y merengue
Sizzle to the hottest of today's hits and all-time classics from your favorite artists. Marc Anthony, Olga Tanon, Jerry Rivera, Tito Nieves, Sonora Carruseles
rock 'en espanol
Experience hard-hitting, cutting edge sounds from Spanish language rock artists. Mana, Control Machete, Kinky, Juliette Venegas, Molotov
pop latino
Enjoy chart-topping hits from today's hottest Latin artists. Ricky Martin, Tiziano Ferro, Ednita Nazario, David Bisbal, Luis Miguel
mexicana
Capture the essence of Mexican music with a rich variety of traditional styles featuring a perfect blend of Ranchera, Banda, and Mariachi music. Pepe Aguilar, Joan Sebastian, Paquita La Del Barrio, Huracanes del Norte, Ana Barbara
international love songs
Swoon to a rich blend of romantic ballads from all over the world. Christina Aguilera, Alexandre Pires, Tiziano Ferro, Marc Anthony, Juan Gabriel
tejano
Get that down home country music feel with a Latin tinge as performed by today's most talented Tejano artists. Bobby Pulido, Kumbia Kings, ATM, Jennifer Pena
taste of italy
Experience the rich culture of Italy with a blend of Italian and Italian-American favorites. Adriano Celentano, Gigi D'Alessio, Mina, Laura Pausini, Frank Sinatra
hawaiian
Experience the sounds of current and classic mainstream Hawaiian music. Brothers Cazimero, Israel Kamakawiwo'ole, Na Leo Pilmehana, Keola Beamer, Keali'i Reichel